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VIEW SUMMARY
Today's EFSS market offers a range of maturing options to IT leaders as well as mobile and collaboration
planners. New capabilities for corporate system integration and enhanced content collaboration continue
to add to standard EFSS functionality.

Market Definition/Description
This document was revised on 6 August 2015. The document you are viewing is the
corrected version. For more information, see the Corrections page on gartner.com.
Enterprise file synchronization and sharing (EFSS) refers to a range of onpremises or cloudbased
capabilities that enables individuals to synchronize and share documents, photos, videos and files across
mobile devices, such as smartphones, tablets and PCs. Sharing can happen between people (for example,
partners and customers) within or outside the organization, or on a mobile device, as data sharing among
apps. Access to files in enterprise repositories (such as file servers and content platforms) from mobile
devices or remote PCs extends user productivity and collaboration to modern use cases. Security and
collaboration support are critical aspects for enterprises to adopt EFSS.
Beyond file synchronization, sharing and access, EFSS offerings may have different levels of support for:
Mobility, with native apps for a variety of mobile devices, notebooks and desktops, as well as Web
browser support.
Security for data protection on devices, in transit and in cloud services (or servers). It includes
password protection, remote wipe, data encryption, data loss prevention (DLP), digital rights
management (DRM), document protection, encryption key management and access tracking.
Administration and management, including integration with an Active Directory and Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) policy enforcement.
Backend server integration through connectors to main corporate servers (for example,
SharePoint) and cloud services; also, support for Content Management Interoperability Services
(CMIS) and APIs.
Content manipulation, such as file editing, file annotations and note taking.
Collaboration, such as cooperative editing on a shared document using change tracking and
comments; and documentbased workflow process support with basic (but incomplete) compatibility
with Microsoft Office.
Simplicity and usability with optimized user interfaces (UIs) and interactions, such as file drag
anddrop and file open in applications.
Storage for the central data repository of the EFSS systems or services. It is an optional component
and can be cloudbased, onpremises or hybrid. Cloud EFSS services are bundled with cloud storage.
Software EFSS products may or may not have one main repository. Some products integrate with
existing thirdparty repositories that are deployed onpremises or in the cloud.
Typical architectures for EFSS offerings are:
Public cloud: Corporate files are uploaded and stored in the provider's cloud storage for access and
sharing. This architecture is preferred by organizations that need agility to support external use
cases and modern productivity for employees, without restrictions on the actual geographical
location of files.

STRATEGIC PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
By 2018, any ECM, collaboration, MFT, backup and
recovery, storage, and EMM offerings will embed
natively basic EFSS features.
By 2018, any EFSS deployment will require backend
integration with multiple content repositories,
federation and management, and data governance
capabilities.
By 2018, less than 10% of today's standalone EFSS
offerings will exist.

EVALUATION CRITERIA DEFINITIONS
Ability to Execute
Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by
the vendor for the defined market. This includes
current product/service capabilities, quality, feature
sets, skills and so on, whether offered natively or
through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in
the market definition and detailed in the subcriteria.
Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of
the overall organization's financial health, the financial
and practical success of the business unit, and the
likelihood that the individual business unit will continue
investing in the product, will continue offering the
product and will advance the state of the art within the
organization's portfolio of products.
Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in
all presales activities and the structure that supports
them. This includes deal management, pricing and
negotiation, presales support, and the overall
effectiveness of the sales channel.
Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond,
change direction, be flexible and achieve competitive
success as opportunities develop, competitors act,
customer needs evolve and market dynamics change.
This criterion also considers the vendor's history of
responsiveness.
Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity
and efficacy of programs designed to deliver the
organization's message to influence the market,
promote the brand and business, increase awareness
of the products, and establish a positive identification
with the product/brand and organization in the minds
of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a
combination of publicity, promotional initiatives,
thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.
Customer Experience: Relationships, products and
services/programs that enable clients to be successful
with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes
the ways customers receive technical support or
account support. This can also include ancillary tools,
customer support programs (and the quality thereof),
availability of user groups, servicelevel agreements
and so on.

Hybrid: The user and device authentication, security and search mechanisms are implemented in
the provider's cloud. Files and documents are in the original location, onpremises or in thirdparty
clouds; a central EFSS repository may be present. A mix of repositories can be adopted. This
architecture is preferred by organizations that want to enable smooth access to corporate data from
mobile devices, without creating data replicas in someone else's cloud.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet
its goals and commitments. Factors include the quality
of the organizational structure, including skills,
experiences, programs, systems and other vehicles
that enable the organization to operate effectively and
efficiently on an ongoing basis.

Private cloud: The EFSS platform is entirely deployed within a private data center. This
architecture is preferred by organizations that want to control data location and have data privacy
constraints.

Completeness of Vision
Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to
understand buyers' wants and needs and to translate
those into products and services. Vendors that show
the highest degree of vision listen to and understand
buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance
those with their added vision.

Onpremises: The remote access, synchronization and sharing component is deployed onpremises
and integrates with corporate data repositories, without file replicas. This method is preferred by
organizations that are under strict regulations about data storage.
There are two substantially different types of EFSS offerings in the market (see "Destinations and
Wraparounds Will Reshape the Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing Market"):
Destinations: These are standalone products with file sync and share as a core capability, and
they represent a new purchase for an organization.
Extensions: These are file sync and share capabilities added and wrapped around established
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Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of
messages consistently communicated throughout the
organization and externalized through the website,
advertising, customer programs and positioning
statements.
Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that
uses the appropriate network of direct and indirect
sales, marketing, service, and communication
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products or applications, such as those for collaboration, content management or storage.
Organizations can use extensions as part of the broader platform.

The market for EFSS offerings has grown rapidly since 2010, with more than 140 players originating from
a variety of markets and technology backgrounds having different approaches and business models.
Destination vendors focus on EFSS, adding complementary content collaboration features for users and
backend integrations with IT systems. Extension vendors belong to adjacent markets, such as
collaboration, enterprise content management (ECM), managed file transfer (MFT), storage, backup,
virtual workspaces and enterprise mobility management (EMM).
Both types of EFSS offerings are subject to buyer consideration in EFSS evaluations. However, the
relevance of EFSS extensions is limited to use cases or user categories that rely heavily on the
"extended" IT product (for example, companies looking for mobile access to their ECM platforms for a
selected workforce). Organizations with more complex requirements — in terms of multiple use cases,
integrating many data repositories, data governance, collaboration and business processes — tend to
consider EFSS destination offerings. In this second case, decisions tend to be more complex, as most
often they imply investments on new products or services, from a new supplier. Companies may end up
using a combination of EFSS extensions and destinations (see "How to Build EFSS Plans to Address
Current and Future Business Requirements"). This Magic Quadrant focuses only on EFSS destination
offerings.

Magic Quadrant

affiliates that extend the scope and depth of market
reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the
customer base.
Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach
to product development and delivery that emphasizes
differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature
sets as they map to current and future requirements.
Business Model: The soundness and logic of the
vendor's underlying business proposition.
Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy
to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the
specific needs of individual market segments, including
vertical markets.
Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and
synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or capital
for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre
emptive purposes.
Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct
resources, skills and offerings to meet the specific
needs of geographies outside the "home" or native
geography, either directly or through partners,
channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that
geography and market.
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Source: Gartner (July 2015)

Vendor Strengths and Cautions
Accellion
Accellion is a private company based in Palo Alto, California. Founded in 1999, it operates internationally,
with offices in London, Singapore and Ukraine. The company originally served the traditional file sharing
and MFT market. Since 2010, it has refocused on mobile file synchronization, sharing and collaboration.
Accellion has a track record with midsize to large regulated or securityconscious organizations,
particularly in the government, technology and professional services sectors. It is recognized for its flexible
approach in addressing customers' requirements in their product roadmaps, as indicated by reference
customers. Its EFSS product, kiteworks, offers broad support for backend integration, security and
management. The user experience is optimized for mobile users, being the first design point. The
architecture employs a multitier model that separates the Web, application and data layers. The product
kiteworks can be deployed onpremises, as a private cloud onpremises (virtual appliance onpremises), as
a hosted cloud (via Amazon Web Services [AWS]) or hybrid cloud (mixing onpremises and hosted), or as
a public cloud. The hybrid model can combine the onpremises component with public and private cloud
services.
Accellion is a good fit for organizations that are prioritizing their EFSS initiatives for mobile access to back
end corporate data repositories, and that require customized mobile apps to support documentcentric
business workflows, while ensuring data protection and compliance, particularly in regulated markets.
Strengths
A proprietary mobile container is available to protect content through policies, without a separate
EMM product. Also, kiteworks integrates with Good Technology, Symantec and MobileIron for
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organizations that employ those EMM products or need enhanced policy enforcements. RESTful APIs
and software development kits (SDKs) are available to build secure mobile apps on the kiteworks
content platform.
Compliance and certifications are available for highly regulated markets, including FIPS PUB 1402,
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the U.S. Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA) and the SarbanesOxley Act.
Accellion supports the sharing of unlimitedsize files (1 terabyte and beyond). This feature is critical
for engineering groups, graphics shops and video/audio production houses, which deal with large
media files, such as videos, source code or computeraided design (CAD).
Accellion offers broad support for backend integration — for content access and copy — with a
variety of systems and services, including Microsoft SharePoint, SharePoint Online, Windows file
shares, EMC Documentum, OpenText, Microsoft OneDrive for Business, Dropbox, Box, and Google
Drive for Work.

Cautions
Accellion's direct presence is limited outside the U.S., compared with some competitors. However,
multiple distributors and resellers are present, including Dimension Data, Compuware and Accuvant.
Occasionally, references indicated issues with the implementation of Active Directory; it is not out of
the box as promised, and may require support and development efforts.
Collaborative editing capabilities are not yet available within the kiteworks mobile application, but
they are being developed for future releases. Annotations are supported only for PDF files.
Backend integration with IBM products is not available. APIs to modify metadata for files are limited
(but available for folders). References indicate that the kiteworks interface is not very intuitive, and
that migrating to kiteworks from the old product is very difficult; however, improvements to the
kiteworks interface were recently released.

Acronis
Acronis, founded in 2003, is a private company with U.S. headquarters in Burlington, Massachusetts, and
operations in Europe, Asia/Pacific, North America and South America. Its core business is enterprise
backup and recovery software. Its mobility business unit originates from its 2012 acquisition of
GroupLogic. Its EFSS product, Acronis Access, supports file sharing and access from mobile devices into
specific enterprise content servers. It is normally deployed onpremises, but also can be in private and
public cloud models. Acronis Access is delivered to the market in two forms: Acronis Access Advanced for
onpremises deployments and Acronis Files Cloud for cloud deployment by service providers. Acronis is
expanding integration with enterprise servers and cloud services, including Acronis' MassTransit MFT
product, to support ad hoc filesending workflows.
Acronis is a viable option for organizations that invest in EFSS to raise mobile employees' productivity, and
that want to keep data onpremises for security and control. In particular, Acronis Access should be
considered by organizations that already have deployed other Acronis' products, or that are interested in
backup/recovery capabilities beyond EFSS.
Strengths
Acronis has strong mobile support, with a secure container and policy enforcement; it also has a
proprietary encrypted file system and database on top of the native device encryption. It supports
audit logs for control and compliance, and is certified for HIPAA and FISMA compliance.
Acronis has backend integration support through connectors for access and copy to onpremises
SharePoint, file servers and network file shares, as well as cloud repositories. It also has support for
REST and SOAPbased APIs to access and manage files.
Acronis has a large base of global resellers and distributors to meet the needs of enterprise
customers. Its customer feedback on support continues to be positive.
Acronis is often found in regulated industries, such as financial services, legal, retail, energy and
government, and also in the education sector.
Cautions
Acronis' integration capabilities are limited. Connectors with most traditional enterprise systems are
missing, with the exception of Microsoft SharePoint, network drives and Salesforce. OpenID,
WebDAV and CMIS support for broad backend integration is not available.
Content management capabilities are limited, missing support for metadata management, content
analytics and native ediscovery.
Acronis does not support BlackBerry. Enhanced security features are missing, such as geofencing
and Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) support.
No DRM capability is supported (yet) to protect shared documents once they are downloaded on an
unmanaged device (for example, to revoke permissions to open, view and edit a document).

AirWatch by VMware
VMware's AirWatch was founded in 2003 and is headquartered in Atlanta. With a worldwide presence and
offices in all regions, AirWatch is a leading vendor in the EMM market. VMware, a public company founded
in 1998, with headquarters in Palo Alto, California, acquired AirWatch in 2014. AirWatch's EFSS
destination product, Content Locker, is a core element of VMware's vision on enduser computing.
Content Locker is available onpremises or in cloud instances, and can integrate with heterogeneous
backend data repositories (onpremises and cloudbased). Content Locker can be deployed within
AirWatch's Container, and often is part of AirWatch's EMM deployments. VMware incorporated Content
Locker in its VMware Workspace Suite, replacing Horizon Files, and plans further product integrations.
Content Locker is also integrated with VMware's Socialcast. Content Locker's adoption is strongly driven
by mobility priorities; however, the uptake for broader enduser computing scenarios, including PCs and
virtual desktops, is still limited.
AirWatch is viable for organizations that consider EFSS requirements to be part of enterprise mobility
initiatives, and that are making EMM decisions — or, more broadly, enduser computing initiatives — via
VMware products. AirWatch also is viable for organizations that have AirWatch's Mobile Device
Management in place and plan to add EFSS capabilities for employees on managed mobile devices.
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Strengths
AirWatch's operations are mature, and its own cloud services (SaaS) run in the company's data
centers in Atlanta (in addition, they are implemented in different countries by local management
service providers [MSPs]). AirWatch is a Leader in the EMM market.
AirWatch's customer base is global. The company has a strong presence in markets outside the U.S.
through local sales teams, channel partners and resellers. VMware's acquisition of the company is
contributing to scale up AirWatch's capabilities in sales, operations and local support.
Mobility support is extensive with geofencing, DRM with policies, and remote wipe through
integration with AirWatch's EMM. Content Locker benefits from rich administration and user
management capabilities.
Content Locker supports dynamic content watermark management. IT administrators can set rules
for applying watermarks to specific documents before sharing or editing the content, based on users,
groups or document types.
Cautions
Enhanced content management capabilities are not supported yet (for example, builtin support for
ediscovery, archiving, integration with thirdparty search tools, userdefined metadata). Integration
with thirdparty apps for content editing and coauthoring is limited.
Although backend integration is good, connectors to IBM Domino, Dropbox, Salesforce, Oracle and
SAP are missing — as well as most APIs to support activities with folders, metadata and activity
streams.
References indicate that the vendor is still too focused on mobile enablement rather than broader
EFSS use cases. They continue to report issues with Content Locker's maturity and performances
and with the UI's friendliness; they also report a lack of central administration for the EFSS
capability only.
The integration of Content Locker with VMware Workspace Suite is available only for the Enterprise
Edition license, and not in the Horizon 6 editions.

Box
Box is a public company based in Los Altos, California. Founded in 2005, the company has an
international presence, with offices in Europe and Asia, and it is among the most wellknown of the EFSS
players in the market today. The company completed its initial public offering (IPO) in January 2015. Box
provides secure cloudbased file sync, share and collaboration as "freemium" and premium services. Box
operates as public cloud in its data centers, which are based in the U.S. Box is an EFSS destination
offering that is available only in the public cloud. It focuses on balancing a simple user experience with the
security and administrative needs of the organization. On top of the secure cloudbased EFSS and storage
core, Box has built a platform for enterprise content and collaboration, business process, and workflow
support. In June 2015, Box announced a strategic partnership with IBM to implement the service on IBM
cloud, and to integrate with IBM products, including mobile and content management products (but it is
still too early to assess the real value).
Box is a viable option for public cloudfriendly organizations that want to integrate file sync and share
services into reengineered business processes; it also is a viable option for standalone use cases,
particularly when they involve externalfacing collaboration scenarios.
Strengths
It provides APIs for application integration and customization of the UI, and an improved developer
program. Microsoft Office 365's productivity apps have been integrated with Box. The vendor aims
to become the data backbone in the cloud for business system applications.
Box has numerous partners — including application developers and software, service, and hardware
vendors — whose products are integrated with Box's offerings. Recent deals include AirWatch and
Microsoft. Box has a strong channel program as well, with a large number of partners that resell and
build Box solutions globally.
Data protection is supported by recognizing and quarantining data containing sensitive information,
and by identifying aberrant downloading behavior. Box rolled out an optional Enterprise Key
Management (EKM) addon feature that allows enterprise control of encryption keys in order to
address data sovereignty and security concerns.
Enhanced image sharing and 3D imaging technologies, originating from some recent acquisitions,
are integrated with the Box platform. They address specific requirements in the healthcare, media,
architecture, engineering and construction sectors.
Cautions
Despite implementations in proprietary data centers, Box's offering is available only in a public cloud
model. There is no hybrid model that adds data storage onpremises. The movement or replication
of corporate content in Box's cloud repository is not a viable option for some IT organizations.
Native mobile support for content manipulation is limited — in particular, it is missing full annotation
capabilities across multiple file formats (it is PDFonly) and content editing; however, these can be
added via thirdparty products, including Microsoft's. Synchronization options also are limited — they
are missing "sync any folder," differential sync and LAN sync support.
The freemium model may create problems when an organization decides to purchase Box as a
corporate service. If employees have associated a personal Box account to a corporate email
address, then the corporate Box account may create management issues. If a personal account is
migrated to a corporate account, then it's the employee's responsibility to migrate personal content
to an alternative service in order to retain that data.
According to Box's annual report, in 2014, total revenue grew to $216 million (a net loss of $168
million) versus 2013's revenue of $124.2 million (a net loss of $169 million). The company has
reduced its sales and marketing costs as a percentage of operations; however, at 96% of revenue,
they are still high enough to concern some investors and make profitability a distant prospect (a
pattern that is not uncommon among growing cloud companies).

Citrix
Citrix is a public company with headquarters based in Santa Clara, California, and in Fort Lauderdale,
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Florida. Founded in 1989, it has approximately 10,000 employees, revenue of $3.14 billion in 2014, and
offices in North America, South America, EMEA and Asia/Pacific. Citrix is a leading player in mobility, client
desktop virtualization, networking, workspaces and collaboration. Citrix ShareFile is a destination EFSS
product supporting a hybrid architecture — that is, synchronization and sharing capabilities are provided
as a service, while corporate files can be kept either in the ShareFile cloud repository, on thirdparty
clouds or onpremises (through Citrix StorageZones). ShareFile is available as a standalone product, or
sold in conjunction with other Citrix product suites, including XenMobile Enterprise (EMM), XenDesktop
(desktop virtualization), XenApp (app virtualization) and NetScaler (mobile and Web application delivery
controller). Although ShareFile is a standalone product, it is also included as an entitlement of Citrix
XenMobile Enterprise Edition, Citrix Workspace Suite and Citrix Workspace Cloud.
Citrix is a viable option for organizations seeking to enable EFSS capabilities across a broad enduser
computing scenario, from mobile devices to virtual desktop clients (based on Citrix XenDesktop and
XenApp), and for organizations undertaking EMM investments.
Strengths
There is good integration between Citrix ShareFile and other Citrix offerings, such as Citrix
XenMobile, Citrix Receiver and Citrix XenDesktop. This is a differentiator for companies that are
embracing broader business mobility initiatives with technologies such as desktop virtualization,
EMM and secure mobile productivity apps.
Citrix ShareFile offers extensive support for backend integration, enabling a hybrid EFSS
architecture for organizations that want to keep content in their original locations — in particular,
connectors for copy and access to onpremises and online SharePoint files. ShareFile has connectors
to cloud data repositories, such as Microsoft OneDrive for Business, Dropbox, Box and Google Drive.
Custom integration can be built with the StorageZone Connectors SDK. RESTbased and SOAP
based APIs are broadly supported as well. In addition, the ecosystems of thirdparty vendors, such
as Point.io and CloudFuze, extend ShareFile functionality for enterprises.
Citrix ShareFile has a track record in highly regulated markets, such as healthcare and financial
services, and is HIPAAcompliant and Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)compliant. A
ShareFile Archiving feature modifies the standard ShareFile account so that files, folders, sent
messages and notifications are archived rather than deleted.
Europe also is a key market for the product as a result of the flexibility afforded by StorageZones.
The Citrix ShareFile Restricted StorageZones capability ensures that file and folder metadata is
encrypted with the customer's private key before being written to the ShareFile cloud, so Citrix has
no visibility of file and folder names.
Cautions
Despite the rich set of policy management and security features, a DRM capability to protect shared
documents once they are downloaded on an unmanaged device is still missing — for example, to
revoke permissions to open, view and edit a document.
The procurement process can be an issue for some enterprises. Some customers have had difficulty
clearly understanding what features are included in different offerings.
The support service level is not optimal for customers outside the U.S. for enhanced technical
support. Level 2 support is available only 24 hours a day, five days a week.
ShareFile is not deeply integrated into Citrix collaboration products Podio and GoToMeeting.

Ctera Networks
Ctera Networks is a private company based in Petach Tikvah, Israel. It was founded in 2008 and
maintains an office in the U.S. Ctera is a product company that sells enterprise data cloud services
through a network of channel partners (not directly to clients). Ctera's platform offers a centralized
approach to integrate and manage remoteoffice storage, backup, file access and sharing, data protection,
and governance. Ctera's platform federates enterprise data repositories onpremises and in the cloud,
with security and management. It supports complex filecentric workflows with IT and user controls.
Ctera's Enterprise Data Services Platform is available as a cloud service offering via a number of
partnering MSPs. It can be deployed in hybrid topologies, within a customer's virtual private cloud or by
leveraging onpremises infrastructure. Ctera is not a service provider, but rather provides its platform to
enterprises or service providers that can launch their own branded solutions — for example, Telefónica
and Telecom Italia.
Ctera is a viable option for enterprises that focus on data sovereignty and data governance, and that
want to deploy EFSS capabilities in a local data center or virtual private cloud.
Strengths
A Ctera appliance provides a local copy of files in the cloud; the files are accessible from each
gateway and users see the managed files as part of the local network, while Ctera syncs them
between different locations. Applianceenabled EFSS users get access to files without having the
client on their devices.
Multiprofile support is available (one person can connect via single signon to multiple accounts in
order to see different sets of folders).
Ctera offers multiple deployment options (onpremises, private cloud, hybrid cloud and public cloud)
with flexible models for enterprises and service providers.
References indicate that Ctera offers strong administration features that are customizable for
different types of IT users.
Cautions
The Enterprise Data Services Platform's collaboration capabilities are limited; it is missing enhanced
features, such as collaborative editing, likes, ratings, tasks, workflows, doc stats, comments, video
comments, recommendations, activity streams, file comparisons and modifications.
The product's content management capabilities are limited, lacking userdefined metadata, tagging,
metadata management and builtin ediscovery. Builtin search for metadata is available, but
content search is missing (although available through thirdparty tools).
Mobile productivity capabilities (such as content editing, annotation and note taking) are not
available natively, but they can be supported through thirdparty tools. Integration with Office 365
is under development.
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Ctera has a limited presence outside North America and Europe, but it has a strong channel
network (including strategic partners such as Amazon, EMC, NetApp, HP, IBM, Cisco and Parallels)
and a growing range of distributors.

Dropbox
Dropbox is a private company that is based in San Francisco and was founded in 2007. It is one of the
largest file sync and share companies in the world. It reports that 400 million users have brought
Dropbox into 8 million businesses. Dropbox is pervasive in the enterprise market because millions of
individuals use it for personal productivity and collaboration at work. Dropbox often is used by teams and
departments that don't go through IT. Converting them into corporate paid users is Dropbox's big
opportunity in the enterprise market. Dropbox provides a public cloudonly storage and file
synchronization and shared service that is offered through a freemium model. Although initially focused
on individuals, in 2013 Dropbox launched Dropbox for Business, an enterprise version of the service with
specific business features; this service seeks to turn employees' massive adoption of Dropbox into regular
IT services. The company devotes considerable effort to meeting evolving requirements in the enterprise
market. Specific capabilities include administrator views of activity, separation of personal and business
data into different accounts, and remote wiping of business data from users' devices. Dropbox for
Business is an EFSS destination offering. Reference clients have given great feedback on its ease of
deployment, user experience and support, and they consider Dropbox for Business to be the benchmark
for bestinclass ease of use.
Dropbox is a viable offering for organizations that aim to enable modern collaboration in their workplaces,
taking advantage of cloud flexibility and prioritizing user experience.
Strengths
People's familiarity with Dropbox's consumer services makes Dropbox for Business an attractive
option for organizations seeking broad acceptance with the EFSS deployment, while adding IT
controls. This "network effect" is beneficial not only to employees, but also to support easier
external collaboration scenarios (for example, with public relations agencies).
Fast and reliable synchronization is deployed to a large global customer base through several
methods, including LAN sync, delta sync and automatic bandwidth optimization. Dropbox continues
to invest in efficient performances of file synchronization over networks.
Dropbox integrates natively with Microsoft Office 365, and has added a native app for Windows
Phone.
Dropbox offers an extensive API for integration opportunities. A robust platform ecosystem, with
more than 300,000 apps, enables Dropbox integration into corporate content workflows.
Cautions
Dropbox's cloud is based on U.S. data centers and does not offer local cloud implementations,
flexibility in terms of data geolocation, and data sovereignty. This may change in the future with
plans to create data centers in other regions to decentralize implementation from the U.S.centric
ones.
Despite the growing focus on the enterprise market, Dropbox still has a relatively small channel
program, apart from some large players like Salesforce, Dell and SoftBank Group.
Only a public cloud architecture is available; onpremises or hybrid deployments are not possible.
Dropbox plans to expand integration with other cloud services, but does not consider broader
flexibility for deployment options.
Enhanced security features, such as contentaware DLP and builtin DRM encryption, are not
available natively, but they are supported through partners that leverage Dropbox API. HIPAA and
FISMA certifications are missing. Administrative tools are basic, but missing granular controls on file
sharing (for example, whether individual files or folders can be shared, and with whom). A user
cannot be on two Dropbox teams.

Egnyte
Egnyte is a private company that was founded in 2008 and is based in Mountain View, California. Its
focus is totally on the enterprise market, providing a destination EFSS product based on a hybrid
architecture that combines local onpremises storage with a public cloud repository. Egnyte offers full
colocation cloud storage facilities in the U.S. and Amsterdam. Its offering is available as: Egnyte Cloud File
Server, a public cloudbased solution that provides enterprise administrative controls combined with end
user access, file sharing and mobility; Egnyte Storage Sync, which integrates the cloud with onpremises
storage, providing continuous synchronization; and Egnyte Storage Connect, which provides remote
access and sharing to data held purely onpremises.
Egnyte is a viable option for enterprises that require flexibility as to where files are stored and which files
can be shared — for example, distributed workforces filed and/or shared at company headquarters,
remote offices and on mobile devices, and in heterogeneous and distributed onpremises storage
environments.
Strengths
Egnyte's Public API offers broad support for folder management, including the folder's creation,
content listing, attribute editing, rename and delete. The Public API also supports permission
management for users and groups to control access and read. In addition, Egnyte offers strong
support for open standards.
Egnyte uses content analytics for management automation and provides extensive reporting
capabilities — per users (dashboard on how content is consumed) and IT administration (dashboard
on how content uses IT resources).
Based on references' feedback, Egnyte is simple to deploy and operate, clear to use, and requires
minimal training for deployment. The vendor is flexible and fast in reacting to client requests for
support and customization.
Full text search on metadata and content enhances the user's productivity. Servertoserver
encryption provides mirrored network drives at branch offices. Egnyte offers tight integration with
Google Drive and Google Apps, and partners with Google and others to enable document editing on
mobile devices.
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Cautions
The mobile app does not have native capabilities for note taking, file annotations and content
editing, but these can be added through thirdparty products. Language localization is missing; only
the English versions are offered.
Egnyte has a limited track record with and limited visibility for traditional EFSS hybrid deployments
based on a cloud control plane and an onpremises data plane. Despite supporting this option,
Egnyte's main focus has been on hybrid deployments with a cloud data plane replicating on
premises data repositories, for performance and business continuity reasons.
Egnyte has fewer backend repository connectors than most of its competitors. It focuses more on
integration to storage systems than on document or business application repositories. Missing native
capabilities (for example, connectors to enterprise platforms) are achieved through a rich set of
partnerships.
References reported some stability issues (for example, with Desktop Sync client), particularly
related to scalability. Load balancing capabilities are missing.

Google
Google is a public company that was founded in 1998 and is based in Mountain View, California. Google
Drive is Google's cloudbased file storage and synchronization service, available through integration with
Google Apps for Work and as standalone (known as Google Drive for Work). Both packages also include
Google Docs, Google Sheets and Google Slides, which are the company's collaborative document,
spreadsheet and presentation apps. Google Drive is available through a freemium model for consumers,
or as a peruser, permonth subscription for organizations. Technical specialists, as well as a network of
authorized resellers, support customers of all sizes. Small businesses are served through online self
service channels. While Google Drive for Work is available independently from Google Apps for Work, there
is no difference in price.
Google is a good fit for companies that are migrating collaboration tools to the Google Apps suite, and that
value the editing and collaboration facilities of Google Docs. The competitive economics make Google Drive
attractive for organizations that are prioritizing on value for price.
Strengths
Google Drive has strong integration with the Google Apps suite — including Google Docs, Google
Calendar, Gmail and Google Hangouts — for editing and collaboration. Google originated capabilities
like coediting and browserbased editing, which have changed the way many organizations look at
collaboration.
Google Drive offers a range of complementary business functionality for documents through
integration with thirdparty cloudbased services, such as DocuSign, HelloFax, Cloud Technology
Solutions and cloudHQ. Google Vault supports search and discovery capabilities on Google Drive files.
Google Drive's rich APIs and SDK are available for extending existing EFSS capabilities and building
integration with business applications. A broad Google Apps Marketplace with thousands of apps
completes the offering.
Enhanced data protection features have been added in the latest release of Google Drive, such as
external sharing controls, Information Rights Management (IRM) and Security Key; however,
although DLP is not yet available. Google offers high availability through its data center expertise.
Cautions
Native integration with Microsoft SharePoint and most common enterprise onpremises content
management platforms is missing (but can be built through partners such as cloudHQ). Also, native
connectors to other cloud storage providers are missing. Integration with network drives is very
limited when compared with some other products in this research.
Google Drive's administrator support is less mature than other EFSS offerings in areas such as
reporting and control, despite improvements with new features such as admin audit and alerts.
Selective sync works only on rootlevel folders.
Given the prominence of Google Docs in the Drive value proposition, some references expressed
concern about Google's ability to provide 100% fidelity and compatibility with Microsoft Office
formats when editing in the Google Docs editor.
Some advanced compliance and data sovereignty features are missing, such as regional isolation of
data centers, policydriven storage location and native geofencing.

Huddle
Huddle is a private company that was founded in 2007, is headquartered in London and San Francisco,
and has offices in New York and Washington, D.C. It provides a cloudbased collaboration service to
securely store, access, share, sync and work with files for enterprise and government clients. In addition
to core EFSS capabilities, Huddle has document and project management capabilities. All delivery models
are supported: Most deployments are on Huddle's public cloud, which is implemented through a
multitenanthosted cloud. Huddle offers two options for hosting locations: the U.S. (which originally was
developed for the U.S. government) or in Europe. Huddle also has a standalone private cloud instance
specifically for the U.K. government.
Huddle is a good fit for enterprises and governments that want to go beyond basic file sync and share
capabilities, and to empower their users with broader collaboration, project management and team
features.
Strengths
Huddle integrates basic project management, task assignment and social features in its EFSS
product. The solution supports content management — for example, content filtering; conflict and
version management; metadata; and identity and permission mapping.
Underpinning Huddle's platform is a recommendation engine that uses learning algorithms based on
workers' actions to select relevant files and push them to connected devices.
Huddle is a unique vendor that is FedRAMPcompliant. It also has capabilities with FISMA, HIPAA and
the U.K. Pan Government Security Compliance and Accreditation service.
Huddle has a strong presence in Europe. Its product is available in 15 languages, including English,
French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian and Japanese.
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Cautions
Huddle does not provide connectors for IBM Connections, Docs and Domino; SAP; and Microsoft
Dynamics. However, it does offer technology to transfer content from corporate data repositories
(sync, copy and migrate) to Huddle's cloud repositories.
Huddle does not have a hybrid solution, but it offers APIs for customers to build integration with
other cloud services, such as Box, Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive and Google Drive. In addition, it does
not support the Windows Phone platform.
Reference customers indicate limitations in document search capabilities, but Huddle is working on
improvements.
Huddle's presence currently is limited to the U.S. and Europe; its hosting partners are only in the
U.S. and the U.K., which may raise data privacy or compliance concerns for organizations in other
countries.

Intralinks
Intralinks is a public company that was founded in 1996 and is headquartered in New York, NY. It
operates globally, with offices in North America, South America, Europe and Asia/Pacific. Intralinks
enables enterprises with sensitive data and complex workflow needs to manage and share business
content in external, complex use cases, such as merger and acquisition (M&A) transactions, loan
syndication, asset management and life science clinical trials. Its generalpurpose destination EFSS
offering, Intralinks Via, can be delivered through a private cloud, with two colocated facilities that contain
all data and processing (one active, one standby). Intralinks has data centers in the U.S. and the U.K.,
and will deploy a new data center in Germany later in 2015. A hybrid architecture is supported with the
clientattached storage, which allows data storage in alternate locations (for example, in local countries).
Intralinks' EFSS capability is the core of other specialized products that offers specific vertical
functionalities (for example, virtual data rooms with Dealspace), and that broadens its market reach
beyond its initial sectors (finance and healthcare). Intralinks also provides specialized applications, built on
top of the EFSS core, for specific use cases (for example, in the financial sector) that are focused on
external content sharing. References indicate ease of use for external parties to utilize the services.
Intralinks is a viable option for organizations that want a private cloud EFSS deployment for specialized
use cases requiring sensitive data sharing with external parties, particularly in the financial, legal and life
science sectors.
Strengths
Intralinks' architecture gives customers data sovereignty and geolocation capabilities, which are
particularly valuable in regions/countries with regulations protecting data privacy.
Intralinks offers broad integration capabilities with enterprise application servers and content
repositories through connectors, REST APIs and integration adapters in order to establish a secure
connection from onpremises to the Intralinks service.
DRM encryption is available through the native Intralinks IRM service (plugin free) to protect native
Microsoft Office and PDF ﬁles, and to enforce control over download, copy, screen capture or
printing. A protected view of documents in browsers also is supported. Access to shared documents
can be revoked and removed; in addition, document UNshare is available to revoke all accesses.
Intralinks provides Customer Managed Keys (CMK) for encryption of data at rest through a
Hardware Security Module (HSM), which gives adopters full control over the management and
secrecy of their data stored in the cloud.
Cautions
Multiple product offerings partly overlap with the standalone EFSS product, Intralinks Via.
References indicated that determining the appropriate product for specific use cases is not always
easy. Past changes in product names, descriptions and the overall product strategy added to the
confusion.
The contractual approach and pricing can be confusing, due to the complexity of addressed
collaborative use cases. References sometimes indicated that commercial terms were a challenge in
order to configure solutions that met their needs.
Intralinks does not yet support embedded content editing in its application. Also, Intralinks Via offers
minimal support for backend integration, lacking connectors for most enterprise platforms (with the
exception of SharePoint access).
Despite Intralinks' flexibility on data location, references are reporting a limited presence and
visibility in the Asia/Pacific and Latin America regions, which makes local adoption more challenging.

Microsoft
Microsoft is a public company based in Redmond, Washington. OneDrive for Business is a separate product
from OneDrive, which is targeted at consumers and does not have enterprise control capabilities.
Microsoft OneDrive for Business is available as a standalone cloud service (that is, an EFSS destination
offering), as well as bundled within Microsoft Office 365, or as an extension of SharePoint Server.
Microsoft OneDrive for Business offers file sync and share capabilities coupled with Microsoft's cloud
storage repository.
Microsoft is a good fit for companies that have invested significantly in Microsoft client devices and server
platforms, such as SharePoint Server, SharePoint Online or Office 365.
Strengths
With a OneDrive for Business subscription, organizations are allotted for 1TB of free online storage
space per user (and moving to unlimited space). Employees can edit Office documents
collaboratively with peers in real time, as well as store, sync and share files.
OneDrive for Business has good integration with SharePoint, onpremises and in the cloud (Office
365), as well as with mobile and desktop Microsoft Office; and it has applications for document
creation, collaboration and sharing. If deployed, OneDrive for Business also can be integrated with
other Microsoft products, such as Yammer.
OneDrive for Business native mobile apps are available for iOS, Android and Windows Phone, with a
unified user experience. They support connections to personal and business OneDrive accounts
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(although references reported some glitches on mobile devices), and they integrate with Office apps
on all mobile platforms.
The product has improved security capabilities, including regional isolation of data centers, storage
location and policies based on document metadata, and IRM for internal and external users based on
Microsoft Azure Active Directory.

Cautions
OneDrive for Business is missing connectors for data copy and access to most of the enterprise
repositories and business applications, with the exception of Microsoft's and Salesforce's products.
The management console and sharing controls are not as complete as those of several other
vendors in this research. For example, they are missing policydriven storage locations and
geofencing, group management, rolebased access controls, and rulebased alerts. Many mobile
management features depend on Microsoft's EMM product, Intune.
Microsoft acknowledges that there are performance and reliability issues with the current OneDrive
for Business sync client. The company plans to merge it with the consumer OneDrive technology for
a unified sync client in future releases.
OneDrive for Business has limitations in the number of files that users can store in a single account
(20,000), and in its ability to handle files larger than 2GB. These limits will be raised in a future
release.

Syncplicity
Syncplicity is a private company headquartered in Santa Clara, California, that was founded in 2008. In
2012, it was acquired by EMC, and in 2015 sold to SkyView Capital, a global private investment firm. EMC
remains a financial stakeholder and sales channel partner.
Syncplicity is a destination EFSS product with security and management capabilities. Its delivery model is
hybrid, since storage can be onpremises or offpremises in the cloud, using a policydriven hybrid cloud
(StorageVaults). Syncplicity integrates with EMC's storage products Isilon, Atmos, ViPR and VNX; with
thirdparty storage arrays that support the Network File System (NFS); and with EMC Documentum.
Syncplicity is a viable option for organizations looking for a hybrid EFSS architecture to provide secure
mobile access to a combination of onpremises and cloud repositories, especially if EMC storage or content
management products are present. Organizations that need "any folder" synchronization should make
this option a priority.
Strengths
Rich policy management support is provided to control accesses, protect data, and secure file sharing
and collaboration at user and group levels. Great documentlevel security has been added with
Secured Shared Files and the tracking features. Syncplicity's synchronization approach can be
applied to any folder in the file system (not only the traditional "magic folder"), and it supports client
backup scenarios.
EMC continues to invest heavily in its UI design for native mobile apps and desktop clients. Content
editing and annotations for Microsoft Office documents are supported via embedded functions in the
mobile applications.
EMC has a strong gotomarket strategy and presence in the market, with more than 10,000
salespeople and 14,000 channels.
EMC offers a "customer success program" at no additional cost to help customers deploy EFSS on
IT's and users' sides. Predesigned collateral, videos and other materials help to raise Syncplicity's
awareness and acceptance in order to replace "shadow IT." References indicated great professional
services and methodology for deployment, great speed of deployment, and flexible pricing.
Cautions
EMC sold a majority stake in Syncplicity to Skyview Capital, a private equity firm, in July 2015. The
effects of this change on sales and support (positive or negative) could not be assessed before
publication. Gartner believes this event may cause some uncertainty in the market.
Backend server integration capabilities are fairly limited, compared with competitors; connectors are
available only for access to Microsoft SharePoint, EMC Documentum (through copy) and network
drives. EMC offers multiple REST APIs to build integration and plugins for client applications (for
example, Outlook).
Syncplicity has no journaling feature for email sent from the EFSS app. Also, there is no data
migration function yet; this created issues for some customers that had to migrate data manually
between different regional implementations of the service.
There is a lack of market awareness about Syncplicity's offering, due to EMC's broad portfolio. Some
enterprises discounted Syncplicity from their consideration lists because they believed EMC storage
was required in order to be deployed.

Thru
Thru is a private company that was founded in 2002 and is headquartered in Irving, Texas. It has offices
in North America, Europe, India and Australia. Thru's origins lie in the MFT market, but it also offers EFSS
products that can be deployed as pure cloud, hybrid or onpremises. Its offering is targeted only at
enterprises (not consumers). Thru can be deployed as fully cloud or hybrid, where data files can reside in
a thirdparty cloud or onpremises. The majority of Thru's customers are in North America and Europe,
although it also has customers in Latin America, Asia/Pacific and the Middle East. Thru has a focused
presence in the IT software, finance, oil and gas vertical industries. It also has a strong history in MFT
technology, and runs its global data centers to support its content delivery network.
Thru is a viable option for midsize to largescale enterprise organizations that want to improve
collaboration and offer a secure exchange of large files between departments, customers or partners
using any device and from any location. Thru also is a good fit for enterprises that are aiming to support
file exchanges across multiple applications (such as CRM, ECM and ERP), and for companies that need to
send large files to geographically distributed locations with lowlatency downloads and uploads.
Strengths
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Thru offers flexibility in the deployment, supporting private, hybrid and public cloud models, as well
as onpremises deployment. Using Thru data centers, customers can take advantage of WAN
acceleration, optimizing large file size transfers.
The product is HIPAAcompliant and FISMAcompliant. Administrators can choose where files reside
at the folder level, whether onpremises or in cloud storage, and in which geographical location.
Thru offers an Outlook plugin featuring side panel integration, with draganddrop capabilities
between email and the desktop to the Thru virtual file system.
References indicate that it is easy to deploy the product, thanks to a robust and easytounderstand
set of APIs.

Cautions
Thru has limited capabilities in backend integration, and is missing connectors into most enterprise
content platforms and cloud storage repositories.
The product has no inapp editing capabilities or social capabilities, and it is unable to disallow
automatically inappropriate file transfer modes for large files (although a workaround exists).
The product currently does not have integration with thirdparty EMM tools for remote wipe,
provisioning and policies, but it does offer native security and data protection controls for mobile
usages.
Thru is a small company that is mostly focused on the U.S. and European markets, and it has a
limited market presence in other regions.

Varonis
Varonis is a public company, founded in 2005, based in New York, and with offices in the U.K., France,
Germany, Russia and Israel (R&D). It is an established player in the data governance market with its
DatAdvantage products, and launched its EFSS destination offering, DatAnywhere, in 2013. DatAnywhere
enables file synchronization and sharing as well as mobile access on large data stores (petabytes), with no
change to the existing IT data infrastructure or a need to move, with security and control. DatAnywhere
supports onpremises and private cloud architectures, providing access to existing file storage while
maintaining security and access restrictions that are already in place. Varonis focuses on midsize to large
enterprises with massive amounts of content that are prohibitively expensive to move from their current
location on internal file shares or networkattached storage (NAS). Varonis has a presence in the
financial, healthcare, energy, manufacturing, education and government sectors.
Varonis is a viable option for enterprises looking for tightly controlled access to onpremises network
storage.
Strengths
DatAnywhere has a strong focus on data governance and controls to track and regulate access to
files. For example, administrators and users can decide which folders to sync.
DatAnywhere conserves and makes use of all existing permission and folder structures, with no
need to move or reorganize server structures.
A documented set of APIs is available to customers and partners to build custom frontend apps and
backend integrations. The APIs provide support for RESTbased APIs — for example, to manage
folders, customize metadata and so on.
Varonis offers flexibility in deployment models running over dedicated storage repositories as well as
existing shared folders. The back end of DatAnywhere can be any Common Internet File System
(CIFS) or small or midsize businesscapable NFS. This includes Windows file servers and NAS.
DatAnywhere can integrate specific storage systems, such as offerings from EMC and NetApp.
Cautions
Backend integration capabilities are limited, missing connectors into most enterprise content
platforms and cloud storage repositories.
Collaboration capabilities such as collaborative editing, likes and comments are missing. Content
management support is limited, lacking metadata management and builtin ediscovery. A native
mobile application is missing for BlackBerry and Windows RT.
DatAnywhere does not support public cloud or hybrid deployments, instead focusing on onpremises
and private cloud.
Some enhanced security capabilities are not supported — for example, builtin DRM, geofencing,
SAML and OpenID support. EMM integrations are not available, and neither are most certifications.

WatchDox by BlackBerry
WatchDox, part of BlackBerry, was founded in 2008, with headquarters in Palo Alto, California, and R&D
offices in Israel. BlackBerry is a public company, founded in 1984, with headquarters in Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada. The acquisition by BlackBerry was completed in May 2015. This acquisition promises benefits to
both companies, which share strong DNA in security and mobile collaboration, and focus on regulated
sectors. BlackBerry needs to demonstrate how it will pursue the integration of WatchDox in terms of
products, organization and strategy, and how WatchDox will benefit from BlackBerry's scale and expertise.
Preacquisition, WatchDox had offices in Israel and the U.K. WatchDox offers an EFSS destination product
with enhanced security and content collaboration features. The product can be deployed onpremises, in a
public cloud or in a private cloud with multiple hybrid options through a virtual appliance, and it can be
integrated with corporate applications through APIs. Some of the unique elements of WatchDox
technology include the secure viewers, apps and rights management features. Due to rich security and
collaboration capabilities, WatchDox has a growing presence in the enterprise market, especially in
regulated sectors such as finance.
WatchDox is a viable option for midsize and large organizations that are in regulated or sensitive vertical
markets, have legacy infrastructures and content repositories (for example, SharePoint), and have a
relatively mature mobility strategy (that is, they have implemented EMM to some extent). WatchDox is
particularly applicable in highsecurity use cases (for example, IP issues) within an organization.
Strengths
Extensive secure content editing capabilities are provided for mobile productivity, including a local
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editor, a viewer with annotation support for any document type (for example, Office and PDF),
search, and app streaming for more complex functions.
The product offers document encryption (based on DRM) and controls on shared files. Copy/paste,
open in, editing, sharing and caching/saving for offline are controllable at the level of file, folder and
workspace — and can be different for separate users/groups.
Extensive data protection and security capabilities are available, including geofencing, policy
enforcements (with enhanced policies based on document metadata), and rolebased access control
certifications. WatchDox offers regional isolation of data centers and administrative control of
accesses, downloads, and device locations. It also supports encryption key management (on
premises and in the cloud).
WatchDox's and BlackBerry's value propositions are aligned. Synergies with BlackBerry can help in
building a modern collaboration offering for digital workplace scenarios. BlackBerry's presence in
regulated industries and its experience in supporting large enterprises can drive more demand for
WatchDox.

Cautions
Backend integration with corporate repositories is limited to a connector for access to SharePoint
(onpremises and online) and file shares. For any other enterprise content repositories — on
premises or in the cloud — WatchDox APIs enable thirdparty apps to upload files, library structure
and permissions into WatchDox's repository.
With any acquisition, there is some uncertainty. In the coming year, it will be critical to watch how
BlackBerry handles the integration and execute on its vision. BlackBerry has the opportunity to build
a strong modern mobile and nonmobile collaboration offering, and to use its broader reach to grow
WatchDox's installed base.
Some reference customers indicated challenges in deploying WatchDox fully onpremises, as well as
lack of consistency between WatchDox's cloud and onpremises solutions. A strong quality
assurance (QA) process seems to be missing, with some system fragility and frequent fix releases
that often introduce new challenges.
The strong focus on security brings with it some challenges in terms of usability. While not difficult
to use, some clients have reported that this product is less intuitive than other solutions in the
market, and, therefore, it works best when deployed in highsecurity use cases.

Vendors Added and Dropped
We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants and MarketScopes as markets change. As
a result of these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant or MarketScope may change
over time. A vendor's appearance in a Magic Quadrant or MarketScope one year and not the next does
not necessarily indicate that we have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a
change in the market and, therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added
This year's first update of the Magic Quadrant has seen the addition of four destination vendors:
Ctera Networks
Syncplicity (It replaces EMC, as Syncplicity was spun off from EMC.)
Thru
Varonis

Dropped
This year's first update of the Magic Quadrant has seen a change in the inclusion criteria, refocusing
research only on EFSS destination offerings, and raising thresholds for revenue and customers. These
players have been dropped:
Alfresco
EMC (Syncplicity was spun off as an EFSS vendor.)
Hightail
IBM
Novell
ownCloud
Workshare

Noticeable Absences
The EFSS market landscape is crowded, with more than 140 vendors selling EFSS destination or
extension offerings. Of the vendors with EFSS offerings that did not qualify for inclusion in this Magic
Quadrant, many met all but a few of our inclusion criteria. The most relevant EFSS destination vendors
are the following:
Barracuda Networks: It offers a consumer service in which users get unlimited storage by
referring friends. The recently launched business service runs on Barracuda's data center, which is
connected to its storage products. Missing criteria: availability date, total paid users, revenue and
geographic coverage.
BitTorrent: It provides synchronization mostly for consumers, and added enterprise version.
Missing criteria: sharing capabilities, security and management features.
Boardvantage: Focusing on board meeting rooms, it addresses the needs of senior leadership
teams. It provides a higher value proposition and lower user volumes than other EFSS vendors.
Missing criteria: total paid users and integration with LDAP and Active Directories.
Boole Server: Its focus is on a highly secure EFSS offering. Missing criteria: revenue and
geographic coverage.
Code42: It offers an EFSS destination product built on its mature backup product. Missing criteria:
revenue and required security features.
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Cortado: Based in Europe, this vendor of print management solutions for virtual desktop
environments also offers EFSS products. Missing criteria: revenue and geographic coverage.
Hightail: It used to offer a public cloudbased storage and file sync and sharing service, which is
now sold as creative collaboration. Missing criteria: mandatory product offering features.
HighQ: It is based in Europe and provides solutions for secure file sharing, team collaboration, data
rooms, extranets and enterprise social networks to organizations worldwide. Missing criterion:
geographic coverage.
Nomadesk: Based in Europe, it offers file synchronization and sharing capabilities with security to
the business professional services market. Missing criteria: revenue and geographic coverage.
Oodrive: Based in France, it offers cloud EFSS capabilities. Missing criterion: geographic split of
revenue.
ownCloud: It offers opensource EFSS software that is available in a freeofcharge Community
Edition and a paidsubscriptionbased Enterprise Edition. It's a destination product that can be
deployed onpremises (or hosted in thirdparty clouds). Missing criterion: revenue.
Soonr: It is a cloud EFSS vendor with jurisdictional data centers for availability and privacy. It offers
productivity tools and builtin security. Missing criteria: revenue and maximum deployment size.
Vaultize: It offers EFSS and secure access to corporate data with mobile content management and
DLP. Missing criteria: revenue and total paid users.
Workshare: It offers an EFSS documentcentric collaboration platform, and is available in public
cloud or hybrid offerings. It has a significant presence in regulated sectors. Missing criterion:
revenue.
Other players include: Awdoc, Biscom, CloudMe, Covata, Onehub, SecureSafe, SpiderOak,
Symantec and TeamDrive.

Sample EFSS extension vendors that do not qualify (because missing a standalone, EFSS destination
offerings) include:
Alfresco: Its EFSS capabilities are integrated features of the broader ECM platform.
Druva: With a strong focus on data backup and protection, this vendor offers an EFSS product.
Globo: This EMM suite vendor includes EFSS capabilities bundled into its products.
Good Technology: This EMM suite vendor includes EFSS capabilities bundled into its products.
Hitachi Data Systems (HDS): The enterprise storage and content management vendor provides
HCP Anywhere, an EFSS extension of the Hitachi Content Platform (HCP).
IBM: In March 2015, the vendor launched a standalone EFSS product, IBM Connections Files
Cloud, after the qualification deadline. In June 2015, IBM and Box announced a nonexclusive deal in
which IBM will integrate and resell Box as part of its enterprise content management and social
offerings. Box will make it possible to store content in one of IBM's global data centers.
Litéra: It is a content risk management vendor that recently launched EFSS.
Novell: Filr, which is part of Novell's file and networking services portfolio, is an onpremises
solution focused on accessing and sharing files stored on corporate file servers (internally and
externally). It is available as an EFSS extension in Novell's broader collaboration offering, or as
standalone.
OpenText: This leading content management vendor sells Tempo Box as an EFSS extension of the
ECM Software suite.
Oracle: It offers EFSS extensions to content management, mobility and other products (such as
WebCenter Content and WebCenter Sites). A destination product was launched in October 2014.
Salesforce: It offers leading cloud sales application services with bundled EFSS capabilities. Missing
criterion: product availability.
SAP: A leading corporate application vendor, its EFSS capabilities are part of a bundle (Mobile Secure
portfolio). Missing criterion: installed base for the broader product bundling EFSS capabilities.
Other EFSS vendors include: AeroFS, Commvault, InfoCert, Liferay, NetApp, Oxygen Cloud, PanTerra
Networks, Redbooth, Soti, SugarSync, SpringCM, Symantec and TIBCO Software.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To be included in this Magic Quadrant, a vendor must meet the following criteria:
Offering: It has an EFSS offering for business.
Revenue: Its EFSS product and service revenue for 2014 must be more than $10 million.
Geography: It has a presence in at least two geographic regions, with some personnel dedicated to
the relevant product. No more than 70% of revenue may come from one geographic region.
Commercial availability: The EFSS product version has been generally available since 1
September 2014.
Packaging: The product must be available as a separately billed, standalone product (destination).
EFSS capabilities bundled with a different product (extensions) from the same vendor are optional,
and are insufficient for inclusion.
Total users: There must be at least 400,000 active, paid users among all the organizations that
are licensed to use the product.
Largest deployment: At least one deployment must have 10,000 users.
References: Five customers must have deployed the service or product for a minimum of six
months, and have at least 1,000 paid users. Two of the references must have at least 4,000 paid
users.
Product capabilities: Features provided by partners must be tightly integrated with the vendor's
product and invisible to the end user. Mandatory features and capabilities for the vendor's offerings
are:
File synchronization: This is support for transparent and automatic roundtrip data
synchronization between the devices and the cloud service/server. It is also synchronization
support for multiple devices connected to the service or system, for selected files or folders.
File sharing: This is support for multiple levels of mobile file sharing among: (1) different
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devices belonging to the same person; (2) different applications on the device; and (3) people
inside and/or outside the organization. Basic features for sharing include choosing the sharing
destination, inviting peers, emailing links to shared files, tracking file accesses, and restricting
access rights to selected users or user groups.
File access: This means access to files in onpremises repositories by direct access or
replication to a cloud repository. Use of thirdparty connectors is acceptable, but native support
is rated higher.
Content manipulation: Document viewing in the mobile application is considered
mandatory. Editing, annotation and so on in the mobile application and/or browsers are
considered optional, either through embedded native capabilities or through thirdparty apps.
Use of thirdparty editing, preview and annotation technology is acceptable, but native support
is rated higher. Integration with a native Microsoft Office content editing suite also is rated
higher.
Mobile OS diversity: This is support through a local native application for iOS and Android.
Support for Windows and other platforms is optional.
PCs: This is support for sync on Windows PCs and Mac OS through a native standalone
application. Web browser or email client plugins, as well as support for Linux platforms, are
optional.
Security: This includes user password authentication (requiring strong alphanumeric
passwords), lockout after a given period of inactivity, selective remote wipe of the EFSS mobile
app and related files on the device (removing features or disabling access to them), data
encryption at rest (files in the local folder) and data encryption on transfer (for example, with
Secure Sockets Layer [SSL]).
Management: This is integration with LDAP and Active Directories for authentication, single
signon, group policies, and centralized management tools that allow administrators to manage
synchronization and control the content, access rights, and user activity. Integration with
mobile device management (MDM) platforms is optional.
Integration: This is the availability of connectors to SharePoint, or integration with at least
one public cloud storage service among Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive, Dropbox and AWS
(for the purpose of direct, realtime access from within the client application to files).
Integration to Office 365 and Salesforce is optional. Additional connectors to other corporate
platforms and repositories, as well as serverside APIs for application developers to achieve
further integration, are optional. Mobile APIs for extending the mobile EFSS client are optional.
Productized integration with specific business applications and app development platforms is
optional.
Delivery model: This is availability as cloud services in public or private clouds, or as hybrid
deployment, combining onpremises repositories with cloudbased EFSS functionality. An on
premises software deployment model is optional. Support for more than one delivery model
also is optional.

Here are optional product features and capabilities that are not relevant for inclusion in this Magic
Quadrant, but that are considered when evaluating vendors and products:
File transfer: This means compression capabilities for transferring large files.
Collaboration: This means features that encourage collaboration between individuals (for example,
version control, change logs, comments, tasks and activity streams). It also involves mobile access
to realtime collaboration platforms, such as SharePoint.
Security: This includes enhanced data encryption on transfer, DLP (restrictions to applications that
can open, manipulate or send a file), DRM, policy enforcement (for example, to restrict access to
cloud services to sanctioned devices), access tracking and reporting. It also includes encryption key
management at the customer's side; containerization of data at rest on mobile devices (possibly
through partners); integration with SAML for enhanced authentication and access control; and
integration with enterprisedeployed publickey infrastructure (PKI) and certificate authorities'
infrastructure.
Secure deployment: This is the availability of secure deployment options for cloudbased or host
based models, thirdparty evaluations of data centers or data center certifications (for example,
Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements [SSAE] No. 16).
Management: Capabilities for group policy enforcement, data migrations, backup and so on across
a federation of repositories — onpremises and in the cloud — are optional.
Data governance: Capabilities for content search, ediscovery, audit, archiving and so on across a
federation of repositories — onpremises and in the cloud — are optional.
Certifications, compliance and audit: This is the availability of official certifications for selected
regulations — for example, FIPS PUB 1402, HIPAA, the SarbanesOxley Act and PCI compliance;
formal thirdparty security evaluation, such as ISO/IEC 27001 or Service Organization Control
(SOC) 2; or audit in support of legal hold/discovery for U.S. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests.
Terms and conditions: This is standard contract language that states data ownership remains with the
client company, and includes clauses for guaranteed uptime with penalty or credit in case of service
outages.

Evaluation Criteria
Ability to Execute
The EFSS market is maturing. While a few technology providers are new ventures with highrisk profiles,
many are part of larger IT groups (after acquisitions). Incumbent IT players in other markets extend their
established products with EFSS capabilities in response to customer demands. The Overall Viability
(including financials), Operations in multiple regions and Customer Experience criteria are highly relevant
for buyers to assess new players' Ability to Execute. The Product or Service richness and maturity is
highly relevant for buyers that want to assess how well their IT suppliers are evolving traditional products
in order to meet modern EFSS requirements.

Table 1. Ability to Execute Evaluation
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Criteria
Evaluation Criteria

Weighting

Product or Service

High

Overall Viability

High

Sales Execution/Pricing

Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record

Medium

Marketing Execution

Medium

Customer Experience

High

Operations

High

Source: Gartner (July 2015)

Completeness of Vision
The EFSS market originated from consumer trends, such as smart devices, personal cloud and bring your
own device (BYOD). Vendors with consumer backgrounds best understand the new imperatives of people
centric, mobile and simple use cases. However, they need to adapt their strategies to address enterprise
priorities. Vendors with IT backgrounds, however, understand enterprise priorities (such as compliance
and backend integration), but they need to adapt to meet the users' expectations, which are set on
consumer technology experiences. Understanding the priorities, constraints and dynamics of the
enterprise market is highly important for buyers of EFSS offerings.
Although core file synchronization and sharing capabilities are standardizing across products, EFSS
vendors are specializing in related areas, such as data protection, collaboration, content creation and
business workflow. Therefore, the product strategy criteria are highly relevant for buyers to identify
vendors with a longterm vision that aligns with their companies' objectives.

Table 2. Completeness of Vision
Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation Criteria

Weighting

Market Understanding

High

Marketing Strategy

Medium

Sales Strategy

Medium

Offering (Product) Strategy

High

Business Model

Medium

Vertical/Industry Strategy

Low

Innovation

Medium

Geographic Strategy

Medium

Source: Gartner (July 2015)

Quadrant Descriptions
Leaders
Leaders provide mature offerings that meet market demand. They have demonstrated the vision
necessary to sustain their market positions as requirements evolve. The hallmark of Leaders is that they
focus and invest in their offerings to lead the market and affect its overall direction. Leaders can be the
vendors to watch as you try to understand how new offerings might evolve. Leaders typically possess a
significant, satisfied customer base, and they enjoy high visibility in the market. Their size and maturity
enable them to remain viable under changing market conditions. Leaders typically respond to a wide
market audience by supporting broad market requirements. However, they may fail to meet the specific
needs of vertical markets or other more specialized segments.

Challengers
Challengers have a strong Ability to Execute, but may not have a plan that will maintain a strong value
proposition for new customers. Large vendors in mature markets often may be positioned as Challengers
because they choose to minimize risk or avoid disrupting their customers or their own activities. Although
Challengers typically have significant size and financial resources, they may lack a strong vision,
innovation or overall understanding of the market's needs. In some cases, they may offer products
nearing the end of their lives that dominate a large, but shrinking, segment.

Visionaries
Visionaries align with Gartner's view of how a market will evolve, but they have fewer proven capabilities
to deliver against that vision. In early markets, this status is normal. In more mature markets, it may
reflect the competitive strategy of a small vendor (such as selling an innovation ahead of mainstream
demand), or of a large vendor that is trying to break out of a rut or differentiate itself. For vendors and
customers, Visionaries fall into the higherrisk/higherreward category. They often introduce new
technology, services or business models, but may need to build financial strength, service and support,
and sales and distribution channels.

Niche Players
Niche Players do well in a particular segment of a market, or have a limited capability to innovate or
outperform other vendors in a market. This may be because they focus on a particular functionality or
region, or because they are new to the market. Alternatively, they may be struggling to remain relevant
in a market that is moving away from them. Niche Players may have reasonably broad functionality, but
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limited implementation and support capabilities, and relatively small customer bases. They have yet to
establish a strong vision for their offerings.
Assessing Niche Players is more challenging than assessing vendors in the other quadrants. Some Niche
Players could make progress, while others might not execute well or may lack the vision to keep pace
with broader market demands. A Niche Player may be the perfect choice to meet your requirements.
However, a Niche Player also may prove to be a risky choice if it is moving against the market's direction,
which may put its longterm viability in question.

Context
EFSS has become a priority for organizations to enable a modern, digital workplace for employees,
partners and even clients.
Organizations are increasingly investing in enterpriseclass capabilities such as EFSS, which complement
mobile productivity and collaboration features with data protection, security and compliance. Initially,
organizations aim to stem the widespread usage of personal cloud services at work and the relative
threats. Eliminating "shadow IT" from their environment is not the only achievement, though.
Progressively, organizations discover that EFSS represents a modern alternative to traditional,
cumbersome IT tools (such as FTP servers, email attachments, fragmented file servers and so on), and it
can help to back up/synchronize client devices. Investments in this area also are driven by the desire to
enable mobile access to enterprise content repositories — such as SharePoint and other common ECM,
collaboration and storage platforms deployed onpremises — in order to boost an individual's productivity
and collaboration.
The growing adoption of cloud services, such as Microsoft Office 365 with OneDrive for Business and
Salesforce, adds more interest to this area. In fact, new cloud services bring new cloudbased storage
repositories that add to existing onpremises repositories and potentially generate data fragmentation for
an organization. Some EFSS platforms begin to be considered, in specific cases, as the integration layer
that can "glue together" distributed data architectures, federating legacy data repositories and new cloud
storage repositories into a virtual data space that users can smoothly access and use, thereby providing
IT controls and data governance across them.
The sheer number and variety of vendors and offerings, coupled with the diversity of use cases and user
requirements, make it difficult to choose vendors and govern their services. Even when looking for
something tactical, organizations often end up considering broader requirements, or assessing EFSS
extensions offered by established IT suppliers that are not yet mature. Thus, a more strategic decision
and planning are required (see "How to Build EFSS Plans to Address Current and Future Business
Requirements"). Sometimes, organizations find that a single EFSS offering is not the optimal choice for
any use case, and they prefer a combination of products (for example, Microsoft OneDrive for Business for
internal R&D users, and Citrix ShareFile for external collaboration).
Although the core EFSS capabilities are commoditizing, offerings differentiate on multiple functions and
features, including security, mobility, collaboration, backend integration and architectural options.
Organizations should use this Magic Quadrant to identify a shortlist of viable EFSS players that can meet
their requirements and plans, and to assess these players' EFSS product offerings against their specific
use cases (see "Toolkit: Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing RFI/RFP").

Market Overview
In the past 12 months, the EFSS market has kept evolving and maturing. More than 100 vendors offer
EFSS capabilities to different extents. Key drivers for the rapid growth, particularly for EFSS extensions,
have been the relatively low technical barriers to entry. The availability of many EFSS offerings with
similar capabilities has driven the standardization and commoditization of basic features, which has
negatively affected EFSS destinations. In fact, competition is getting fierce among destination vendors,
which are under pressure by: (1) cloud storage "gorillas," such as Microsoft, Google, Salesforce, Amazon
and Dropbox, which bundle EFSS with cloud storage offerings for free; and (2) IT players that add EFSS
capabilities to broader bundles (for example, Oracle, HDS, Salesforce) at an inexpensive price (or free),
targeting the installed customer base (for example, Microsoft, Citrix, EMC, AirWatch by VMware, IBM). As
a consequence, consolidation is ongoing (for example, BlackBerry acquired WatchDox).
Organizations take advantage of EFSS extensions (where available in deployed IT solutions) to support
specific use cases. However, they consider EFSS destinations to be a horizontal layer in order to integrate
content from multiple repositories and govern access for different users/devices. For this reason, this
Magic Quadrant focuses on destination products only.

Cloud Delivery Models
Organizations increasingly prefer cloud models for EFSS deployments, whether as public, private or hybrid
clouds. Public cloud is chosen to support externalfacing collaboration processes that do not require
significant access to corporate content repositories (for example, systems of record). Otherwise, hybrid or
even private cloud is chosen to keep control of content storage. Regulated organizations, for example, in
financial sectors tend to work with onpremises deployments, or use cloud from regional providers that
implement the cloud service in local data centers. Few global cloud providers can grant regional data
center implementations, so small local providers are proliferating (for example, in Europe, Boole Server,
Tresorit, CloudMe and Brainloop). In general, hybrid and public cloud get about 70% of preferences versus
30% for onpremises. This Magic Quadrant focuses on EFSS offerings that can support at least one form
of cloud delivery model, and does not consider onpremisesonly models.

Content Manipulation
Worker productivity and collaboration require content editing and manipulation capabilities beyond the
ability to move and share files. Viewing and annotations on work files are musthave capabilities for most
workers. While the Microsoft Office suite is now available natively on all mobile OS platforms,
organizations may have specific control requirements to restrict content manipulations, such as copy,
paste, forwards and so on. Only Microsoft currently can control Office 365 mobile with policy enforcement
from Microsoft Intune, which means organizations will have to use thirdparty apps to provide control
editing experience. Some of the EFSS vendors, such as Syncplicity and WatchDox by BlackBerry, provide
enhanced native capabilities for protected document manipulation.
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BackEnd Integration
An increasingly crucial requirement for EFSS platforms is support for integration with enterprise backend
infrastructure, such as ECM and business application servers, where organizations keep their content
repositories. EFSS vendors offer a variable set of proprietary connectors to support integration (for copy or
access), for example, to Microsoft SharePoint, EMC Documentum, OpenText and so on. Alternatively,
EFSS vendors provide APIs to build integration for access and controls. Some vendors support the
standard CMIS APIs to build connectors to ECM products. Although CMIS adoption by ECM vendors is
limited, it is likely to grow, thanks to the emergence of Web services and REST APIs. More EFSS vendors
will embrace CMIS. Some EFSS products also offer levels of integration with cloud storage services such
as Dropbox, Box, Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive for Business. EFSS vendors are working with cloud
access security broker (CASB) vendors to improve their APIs so that they can fit better into an external
management interface. In this Magic Quadrant, we require connectors to SharePoint, or to at least one
public cloud storage service.

Data Governance
Complementary to backend integration, a range of capabilities is required to manage and govern data in
different repositories. EFSS products increasingly are expanding capabilities on data governance (for
example, metadata management, assignment of files per user, per group, per device; and data migration
to cloud) and ediscovery. Where these products are not available natively, they tend to complement
thirdparty products.

Security, Data Protection, Compliance
Regarding recurrent revelations about pervasive surveillance activities (for example, see the U.S. National
Security Agency/Central Security Service's PRISM program for computer and networksurveillance and
data mining), some organizations do not trust cloud solutions for which the supplier holds the encryption
keys and data. Sharing files across devices and people, and even outside the organization, requires
granular controls to protect data during access and use. Furthermore, in regulated markets, these tools
must extend existing compliance safeguards. Evaluating security and compliance risks enables IT
organizations to identify not only control priorities — particularly for data at rest on the device, in
corporate servers or in cloud services — but also service access permissions. EFSS offerings gained more
security, compliance and management capabilities, even though enhanced features (such as builtin
DRM) are still rare. In particular, some public cloud suppliers added a customer managed key (CMK)
solution that puts customers in control of cloud data encryption keys. EFSS allows organizations to
manage data loss, which — especially on mobile devices using "leaky" apps — is becoming a prominent
issue. Gartner expects to see more improvements in this area in the next year.

IT Bundles
Many IT players added EFSS "extensions" to their traditional offerings (for example, Oracle, HDS,
Salesforce), or to their bundled EFSS products within broader commercial offerings (for example,
Microsoft, Citrix, Syncplicity), for an inexpensive price (or free). Thanks to their footprint in the enterprise
market, these players actively drive deployment of EFSS capabilities as addons to main products in other
areas, and to their installed bases. Enterprises see value in working with a single provider. We expect
more EFSS extension offerings in the next 12 months from IT players that have not yet made offerings.
These IT bundles represent an opportunity for buyers, but a threat for pureplay destination vendors.

Pricing
The cost of EFSS can be high, especially for public cloud offerings that include cloud storage in the bundle.
Prices are dropping, however, partly because large cloud providers, such as Google and Microsoft, offer a
large amount of cloud storage for a limited price or free of charge. Most offerings are based on a
subscription model (per user, per month) and on certain parameters, such as the number of users,
storage per user and so on. The typical price for an average public cloud configuration ranges between
$10 and $40 per user, per month.

Market Future
During the next three years, the EFSS market will continue its transformation. Basic EFSS capabilities
continue to appear in a variety of IT products, with "good enough" support for simple use cases. For
example, any ECM product will have file synchronization and sharing. By 2018, any ECM, collaboration,
MFT, backup and recovery, storage, and EMM products will embed natively basic EFSS features.
Destination vendors face a tough evolution. They are expanding EFSS offerings beyond basic features on
two orthogonal paths: (1) integration and management for enterprise systems and resources, with
support for file servers/share replacement, federation, ediscovery, data governance and security; and (2)
modern collaboration, workflow applications and business enablement. Offerings will evolve beyond EFSS
into broader suites for modern content collaboration and/or corporate data management and governance.
Market consolidation is ongoing. Small EFSS destination vendors will be acquired by larger IT vendors in
adjacent markets and added to their core products as extensions. A few others will, instead of being
acquired, transform their EFSS offerings into broader suites for modern content collaboration and
business enablement, based on cloud, analytics and mobility. By 2018, less than 10% of today's stand
alone EFSS offerings will exist.
Given the rapid market consolidation, enterprises should not sign EFSS contracts for more than 24
months, and they should make sure to have defined exit points at 12 months and 18 months.
Proprietary cloud storage repositories, which initially drove the success of personal cloud services and also
characterized EFSS offerings, will increasingly be perceived by organizations as rigid and captive. Most IT
buyers instead will look for flexibility of deployment and integration between existing data repositories and
those in the cloud. Organizations increasingly will use native EFSS extensions offered by their IT suppliers,
but, meanwhile, they will require an integration layer across multiple repositories. By 2018, any EFSS
deployment will require backend integration with multiple content repositories, federation and
management, and data governance capabilities.
Through 2015, Gartner expects a dynamic marketplace with usage far outpacing monetization. Total
software revenue worldwide (including licenses, SaaS/cloudbased apps, maintenance and technical
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support) will be approximately $1 billion by yearend 2015. We expect revenue to exceed $1.5 billion by
2018, with less than 60% of the total software revenue generated in North America.
Additional research contribution and review: Mike Silver, Jay Heiser, John Girard, Mario de Boer, Guy
Creese, Tom Eid, Dionisio Zumerle, Chris Silva, LeifOlof Wallin, Karen Shegda.
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